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Motivation LETTER
A motivational letter is a one-page letter that's used to
describe why you are the perfect candidate for a certain
position.

CV
A CV—short for the Latin phrase “curriculum vitae”
meaning “course of life”—is a detailed document
highlighting your professional and academic history. 

student application form 
A student application form is a document that a
teacher or principal uses to collect information from the
student and their parents in order to apply for a school
program or class.

transcript of records
The Transcript of Records is a document that lists the
grades for all coursework and examinations you have
completed at the time it is issued, giving you and others
an overview of how you have progressed in your studies
so far

language proficiency certificate
A written certificate attesting to language

proficiency
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education



Exams

Distance studying

In-person studying
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The lessons were on "Teams". During the lessons we did
group work in different rooms of Teams. Lessons were

productive and interesting.

The lessons were held of well equipped
audience. In the beginning the student

could choose to join online or offline.The
course lasted 2 hours with a 10 minute

break.

 

Exams where held in an audience with
cameras. Students were sit separately.

Half 50% of the score was according to a
project you had done and the next 50%

of score was the exam score.



Volunteer 

work in Brașov



Tabere 7 Scari
"Tabere 7 Scari"camp was an English camp 

where I was an international trainer.
Me and other volunteers were organising games for kids and
were trying to make their days in camp more colourful and

interesting

 





TRAVELLING



Iași



Brașov



Vama Veche



Cluj-Napoca



ORADEA



Salina Turda
Turda Salt Mine is the world’s

most spectacular natural
underground formation, shaped

by people



Bucharest





achievements





ESN YEREVAN 
I became the Event Planning

Coordinator for incoming students
in Erasmus Student Network

Yerevan  
 



Bridge of Friendship

The event was held in Sofia between
the 9th and 11th of September 2022,

the aim was to promote Romania
and Bulgaria as Erasmus

destinations.



thank you ! :)


